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Propulsion sysltola paxformanca is cotnput&l cluing engine sizing an8 
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W.1.1 mbojetflan Propulsion Subroutines 
The turbofan/turbojet engine performance methodology is based on tabu- 
lated performance data for specific engine cycles. Currently, scaven diffexent 
engine cycles are available representing a wide range of operational and 
conceptual engines. Data for these engines are contained in subroutines 
ENGDTL-7. Tabular engine data for turbofan/turbojet engines m y  also be input 
in which case ENGDTT is used to determine engine performance. 
Performance data for each of the engine cycles m y  be scaled up or down 
to simulate an engine of arbitrary size. Engine size is expressed in tern 
of sea level static airflow and is determined in subroutine ENGSZ. Engine 
performance is detedned by subro~tine ENGINE as a function of t h e  flight 
altitude, Mach number, and engine power setting. 
ENGSZ determines the engine size necessary to meet selected performance 
requirements. The engine size is expressed in terns of rate. fClow under 
normal sea level static conditions. The engine is first siz~*. match 
cruise drag, with an option to specify a rate of climb margin. An option is 
then provi3ed to resize t he  engine so as to match a required takeoff distance 
or to match one-ongine-out requirexaento on the aircraft rate of climb (FAR, 
Part 23 or Park 25. ) . 
ENGSZ ( 5 1 0 )  DETERHIKES ENGINE S I Z E  
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FIGURE TV. 1.1 PROPULSION SUBROUTINES 
The engine s iz ing  problem is i t e r a t i v a t  betcausce. of #e etffact of! nacerlLer 
geoaaeecy on . t r o t a X  drag. The i n w t  f l ag  KYRC accou,?.ta f o r  nacel le  
dxag by the %Zlowing means: 
KfiAC = 0 Nacelle drag is included as an engina perfonnanca 
penalty. Nacelle s i z e  is a function of engine s i z e  
anB is computed during engins sizing.  1 
KN;96 = 3. Nacelle drag is accounted for a s  an aarodynmic force. 
Nacelle s i z e  is a function of engine s i z e  and i s  
computed during engine s iz ing 
KNRC = 2 Same as KNAC = 1, but nacelle dimensions a r e  input 
an8 remain fixed, 
When KNAC = 0 o r  f, the  nacelle s i z e  is i n i t i a l l y  estimated a s  a function of 
a i r c r a f t  gross weight s ince the  engine s i z e  is -;r+a. The required engine 
s i ze  is then ccxnputed, and, based on t h i s  engine size, an improved estimate of 
the nacel le  dimensions i s  made. Fhe nacelle diameter is cmputsd from the  
sea l eve l  s t a t i s  airflow (WASLS), the  fan face Mach number (SMLB, input ) ,  and 
the fan hub-to-tip r a t i o  (HBTP, input) using one-dimensional isentropic  
compressible flow theory; the  nacelle length is computed from the diameter 
and an input nacelle f ineness r a t i o  (XLQDE). Based on these dimensions the 
nacel le  drag is recomputed, and the engine s iz ing process i s  repeated once. 
When KNAC = O r  t h e  nacelle drag is computed exactly a s  when ICNAC = 1. 
Engine spec i f ic  t h rus t  and spec i f ic  f u e l  consumption m e  adjusted f o r  nace1l.e 
drag i n  subroutine MCDG. 
The f l i g h t  condition input f lag  f o r  engine sizing (JENGSZ) can -k&a orr 
the following values : 
Applies to Y:urbofan/tarbo j et: configuration 
l3"mGBZ FLJ- C X N D T T I ~  
0 Sixa angina fo r  cruira f l i g h t  condI,tian 
I Siaa engine fo r  cruise nnB takeoff f l i g h t  conditions 
2 Size engina fo r  cruise arwjl takeoff an8 one--gin* 
out climb f l i g h t  colacgitionra 
3 Size engine fo r  cruise an8 one-engine-out climb f l i g h t  
coMi t ions 
4 I"sngina th rus t  is  specifitdl. 
%%a anginas axe i n i t i a l l y  sized at: t h e  design cmiae  flight: conditionx axcept: 
whan tiha angina 8ize is input (JENGSZ = 4 ) .  This m e w  Ulat, a t  ccxztise 
power set t ing,  the engines must produce t o t a l  thrust equal to the, cruise  drag 
of the a i r c ra f t .  I f  a cruise  clinih margin is specified (RCCRU), the  engines 
must a l so  have enough excess cruise  thxust t o  meet khis margin. 
The required engine s i t e ,  expressed a s  sea feveX sta t ic  a i r f l w  ISjASLS) 
i a  computed by scaling the performance of the reference engine t o  match the 
required cruise  thrust.  Engine performance is scaled by assuming tha t  a t  a 
given a l t i tude ,  Mach number, and engine power se t t ing  the specif ic  thrust 
(SEW = thrust per un i t  airflow] and percent corrected airflow (PCWAC = corrected 
airflow/WASLS) of the scaled engine are  the  sane a s  fo r  the reference engine, 
Thus, the sea level  s t a t i c  airflow of the engine is computed by 
Cruise Airflow = required thrust/SFN 
Correctad Cruise Airflow = 
/ 
* 
Airflaw x Total Pressme 
SLS ~ r e s s u r e  I 
= Corrected Cruise Airflow/PCWAC 
Whm J'EWSZ = 1 or 2, the taka-off distance of &a aircraft (wikh anginas 
sized for cruise) i8 cwllpute8 (P;NCSZ calls PERZPM which calla TA#OFF) rsnd 
canpared with the input required distance (XTORQ), the reguird take-off 
distance may be for high altitude and for hot day conditions. If the cornput& 
distance exceeds the required distance, men the engines are resired by 
adjusting the airflow to meet this requirement. 
Federal Air Regulations Parts 23 and 25 establish climb requirements. 
For example, FAR Part 25 requiresnents are sumarizd in Figure XV.1.2. When 
JENG.SZ is input as 2 or 3 ,  ENGSZ computes the climb performance of the air- 
craft in accordance with Part 23 or 25 and canpares the computed performance 
with the required perfonaance. Xf necessarv, the .~ines are resized so that 
the aircraft meets the most critical requ'.rement. 
ENGSZ includes an option far sizing the engines for &n input tuning 
performance requirement. This option (JTRSZ = 1) must be usel in conjunction 
with one of the engina sizing options described above (YENGSZ = 0-3; may 
be used with JENGSZ = 4). 
The user must specify the required turn load factor, altitude and Mach 
number (XLFTRN, HTURN, EMTURN - input). ENGSZ computes the W u s t  required 
to execute the turn and compares this thrust with that available from the 
engines at the desired power setting (engines as sized for cruise, takeoff, 
or climb). X f  insufficient, thrust is available, engine thxust is set equal 
to that required, and a new sea Xevel static airflow is determined. An 
additional iteration is performed to account for resized nacelles when nacelle 
size is a function of engine airflow (KNAC = 0, 2 ) .  
Turnir,g performance may be limited by the maximum 3ift coefficient in 
the turn configuration. This limiting lift coefficient: may be specified by 
*a user (input as C L T W ;  default a 1.0). Xf xcquirtsd lift cobfficiatnt 
in that t;um eixccpeds the m a x h m  turn lift ccs~fficient, the tuen 30aB factor 
i s  autmtically rt48uce8 to the value ~chisvable by the aircraft at i+? 
liraiting t w n  Lift coefficient. 
The simplest engine sizing option (JENGSZ = 4) is for t h e  user to specify 
the rated sea-level static W s t  (THIN, lbs.) of one engine. In this case 
engine sizing at cruise is bypassed. Engine-out climb performance is computed 
as when sizing for climb? however, if a climb deficiency i s  detected, the 
engines are not resizexi, 
*en the engine size is input, several additional inputs are required. 
The nacelle size must be specified (KUAC = 2, E1.N and DBARN). In addition, 
the engine, nacelle, and pylon weights (WENG, WAC, WPYLON) musk be input if 
non-zero values are desired. 
IV.l.l.l Engine Performance at a Specified Flight Condition - Subroutine 
ENGINE. Subroutine ENGINE determines engine performance at a specified 
altitude and flights Mach number. Engine performance is described by thrust, 
airflow, fuel flow, specific thrust, per cent corrected airflow, and thrust 
specific fuel consumption. Performance data for different engine cycles are 
contained in subroutines ENGW1-7, and ENGDTT as functions of altitude, Mach 
number, and power setting. Either power setting or required thrust is 
specified, and the other is to be found. 
The performance of a particular engine m y  be scaled up or down by 
assuming that at a given Mach number, altitude, and engine power setting, the 
specific thrust (SFN = lbs. thrust/lbs./sec airflow), the specific fuel 
CONFIGURATION ALT. ABOVE CLIMB VELOCITY REQUIRED CLLBLB 
TAKEOFF FLAPS. 
LANDING GElLR m 
ONE ENGINE OUl' 
TAKEOFF FLAPS 
LANDING GEAR UP Vc = 1.2 VSTALG@ T.O. 
ON5 ENGINE OUT 
(SECOND SEGMENT 
CLEAN CONFIGU- 
ONE ENGINE OCiT 
APPRDAGI CONFIGU- 
LAMING COWIGU- 
ALft ENGINES 1.3 * STm @ LANI) 
FIGURE IV.1.2 ENGSZ: FIRST AND SECOW SFGMENT CLIMB REQUI- (FAR M.RT 25)  
camumptickn (SFC - &a. of fuel gar fbcxur par pound of thrust), sLRB t h m  par 
cant corrcbctd airflow (corrected airflow divided by sea level static air- 
flow) of the scald angine are t h e  same as for the unscaled engine. Once the 
sen level static airflow (htASLS) is estahliehed by subroutine ENGSZ, w e  
scaled engine performance at the enecifid operating point follows Fnrmediatelyr 
Airflow: WG = WAsLS x PCWX x 6 / 8  
Thrust FN - SFN x WG 
Fuel Flow: W = S F C F N  
W ~ Q ~ Q  8 = total prersrtra/s~s pramaura 
# = total tamperature/SLS tmperatura 
The different functions of ENGINE are con --qlled by the indicator 1CENG: 
KENC = 1 (Variable corrected rotor speed) 
This option is us& when tha required thrust, is known, for a m p l a  during 
cruise at a specified altitude and Xach number. The engine p e r  setting is 
found at which engine thrust is equal to required thrust. The fuel flow at 
this power setting is used in the range calculation. Engine data a r ~ .  f i s  
scaled. 
E N G  r 2 (Idle power setting) 
Engine performance at idla i s  uaed during t he  taxi sagaant and during the 
landing calculation (only if the enqinea have already baen sizcPBf 
KENG r 3 (Maximum cruise corrected rotor speed) 
This option is used during engine sizing at cruise and during parfomnce 
calculation8 at maximum cruise pcwer. Engine power setting is known, and 
engine performaxice is cTetcrmined, If the engines have already been sized, 
engine performancet is computed fxm IASLS, PCWAC, SFN, and SFC. Durins. engine 
uiking, sgecif ic angins garfosm~nica (PCWX, SFC ) is usat tha rsguirwl cruise 
Lhn~st to ccmput~ engine mire (see Section 3CV-11. 
KEN2 - 4 (Variable Corrected Rotor Spew3 
This optlon is the same &a KENG - 1, except that engine data  as^^ scald using 
WXSLS, PCWAC, SFN, and SFC. 
KENG - 5 (Maximum Corrected Rotor Speed) 
W I N E  determiner the scaled angina p~rformance avajlrablar at the operating 
flight condition and maximum engine power setting. This option is used during 
take-off an8 climb. 
KENG 6 and 7 (Maxfmwn Continuous Power Setting) 
-
KENC = 7 (Maximum Climb Power Setting) 
KENC 1s automatically set according to the type of performance calculation 
whenever ENGINE is called. Take-off, climb, acceleration, and turn performance 
are normally computed at maximum corrected rotor speed with KENG = 5 .  Crulse 
performance at normal rated power is computed at maxhum cruise power (KEN; = 
3 ) .  Cruise performance at a spt!cified Mach number is computed with KENG =- 4. 
Takeoff, climb, acceleration or turn performance will be: computed at 
maximum continuous (KENG * 6 )  or maximum climb (KENG - 7) power settings rather 
than rnaxrmum power if the variables KODETO, KODECL, KODEAC, and KODETR are 
input as 6 or 7 (default values for these variables are 5 ) .  
For all of these options, it is assumed that the following normalized 
engine parameters are the same for the scaled engine as for the model enginet 
1. Percent corrected airflow, PCWAC 
2. Specific tlirust, SFN 
3. Specific fuel consumption, SFC 
The two  addltianstl oll;lcaratl.mal lylwmtexrr nabawl axe the rwtiw of total 
prannure anB total tmperature to sea level static valuss of these parameters, 
in terms of which the "correctaclt' values of thrust, airflow, and fuel flow 
can be found. 
Other input parameters included in the subroutine call statamant are 
engine thrust, lb (if power setting is being ca&ut&) 
SFC = engine specific fuel consumption, lb per sec per lb 
FAR = fuel-to-air ratio 
PO r ambient static pressure, Ib per sq ft 
r ambient static temperature, deg R 
SMN = engine Mach number 
HN = altitude, ft 
Primary output quantities of the routine are 
FN .I cnq11ie' tiirust. lb (if power setting i s  Imam) 
WF fuel flow, lb per hr 
XV.1.1.2 Engine Data Subroutines. Turbofnn/turbajat: angine performance 
data is available in the following eight subroutines: 
ENGINE 
GE CJ610-6 (Turbojet) 
Garrett TFE 731-2 (Turbofan) 
UACL JT15D-1 [Turbofan] 
Lycoming ALF-502 (Turbofan) 
GE CF 34 (Turbofan] 
GE TF 34 (Turbofan) 
Conceptual GE T700/F1 QCGhT 
Tabular input engine data 
XENGSC 
1 
2 
IV-  1 
10 
Thre appropriwts w i n e  cycla i r  aalwte8 by the valua of XENG%C which is 
read from the datQ deck title card (cola. 75-76]. 
Each engine data subroutine contains tabulated parfowca data for a 
specific engine cycle. For ENGDT1-7 these data consist of mrracted thrust, 
corrected airflow, and corrected fuel flow tabulated as functions of engine 
power settinq and flight Mach number. These relationships are iLlusLrated 
schematically in Figure XV.1.3. The effect of altitude is contained impli- 
citly in the total temperature and total pressure ratios ( 8  and 6 1 .  
These normalized or specific quantities, used to scale engine performance, 
w e  computd each time ENCM' is called: per cent corrected airflow (PCWACI, 
apecif~c thrust (SFN), and specific fuel consumption (SFC). 
Engine power setting is established according to the valua of KENG, which 
i a  set in subroutine ENGINE: 
KENG * 5 maxmum power 
1, 4 variable power 
3 maximum cruise power 
2 idle power 
6 maximum continuous power 
7 maximum climb power 
Typically, engine p e r  setting i a  axpraasd as aithar tihe ratio 
of turbine inlet temperature to engine face total temperatwa (T5/T2) or 
par cent corrected rotor speed (N/l(nj~~). Each engine cycle does not necas- 
aarily possess the complete ranqe of power settings indicated by UNG. For 
example, maximum continuous power may be identical to maximum cruise pwcr ,  
etc. 

EXDTT differs from EWDTl-7 in that the engine ctorrwtml psrforaance data rawa 
t&ulat& 61s explicit functions of altitude as well as powt~r setting LUEd 
Mch number. In addition, these tables must be read from c u d 8  at the bwin- 
ning of each run (see input deck description). These engine data axre read, 
stored, and interpolated with the aid of several special utility subr~utin~s 
and functions (MAPS, STORE3, TTABX, TABX, DTARX, BISC). 
Engine idle performance (KENG - 2 )  is determind slightly differently 
for each engine cycle. In the simplest cases, numerical values arc  assumed 
for idle corrected thrust, corrected fuel flow, and corrected airflow. Two 
engine cycles (ENGDT2, 3)  express corrected engine-idle pexfomnce as cxl l l i -  
cit functions ~f altitude. 
A11 of these subroutines have the same list of 13 arguments, which 
effectively specify all aspects of engine perfarncanca. These arguments are 
FN - engine thrust, lb 
W? = fuel flow, lb per hr 
WA = airflow, lb per hr 
FLWae - percent corrected oirflm 
= corrected airflow/SLS airflow 
SFC = ,lecif i c  fuel consumption, 1b par Ixt par Xb thrulrt 
SFN = specific thrust, lb per lb per hr & l r f l ~  
FAR - fuel/alr ratio, ib per sec of fuel per lb par hr of air 
P2 = s t a t . 1 ~  pressure at inlet, Ib per sq St 
T2 - static temperature at inlet, dcg R 
HN altitude, ft 
S;EQ = Flight mch azulnkar 
FTNtffOT = per cent zasuhimm t5.mttJ.e satking 
KEN6 .r ~ngine power aartting indicsstor (0-7) 
The output quacntities are the f:rst seven of there ~ ~ ~ f m t w s  (Lqput baing 
the last nIx),slnd they are determined by interpolation in khei nuraerical 
performance tables which make up the major part of the ENGSAT1-7 subroutines. 
XV.1.1.3 Nacelle Losses Camputation, Subroutine NACDG. This subroutine 
corrects the engine specific fuel consumption and specific Ulruat to include 
losses dce to narelle drag. It is called by ENGINE when KNAC 0, and the 
subroutine subtracts nacelle drag from gross engine thrust to provide a net 
engine t.bust. The drag coefficient is approximated by using flat-plate 
turbulent boundary layer theory, and this depends on the cylindrical nacelle 
dimensions and the Reynold8 number of the nacelle. 
The input arguments of the subroutine relate to the Plight conditions 
and the aircraft geometxy, as needed for drag coefficient computation. Thosa 
include static pressure POP Mach number SMN and wing area SWING. The output 
quantities axe the currectsd specific fuel consumption and specific thrust  
(SFC, SFY) and the total airflow, 5. 
XV.l.2 Propeller Propulsion Subrou.tinals 
The propeller propulsion subroutinas in GASP ma used to rabulate the 
parfomance of reciprocating, rotary combustion, and turboprop propulsion 
systems. Several of thesa subroutines replace eguivalenl: turbofan engine 
subroutines and thus have the same names. 
Subroutine ENGSZ, like its turbofan equivalent, controls several engine 
sizing options. Xt determines the engine size nscsae8xy to allow tiha aircraft 
to mcaet n sat of lyrfomance r e a m t a r ,  The anigind g c s r f o ~ e  mtbroutina, 
EN62MEp is callaKP during angina sizing and each tima propulsion syntanz 
performance is require8,Xt relates the performance of the propeller, controlled 
by subroutine ENGDA'f, to the performance of the powerplant, computed in 
subroutine PWRPLT for rotwy combusion and reciprocating engines an8 in TURBEG 
for turboprop engines. 
Reciprocating and rotary canbustion engine p e r f o ~ c a  (sukcmtina 
PWFt.l?LT) is based on generalized, non-dimensional relationships between power, 
engine speed, and altitude. Both nonnally aspirate4 and turbo-charged engine8 
m y  be simulated. 
Turboprop engine p~rfomance is based on tabulated data for a apecifie 
engine cycle. Currently, da-ka for the Garrett TPE 331-1 turboprop are 
included in t h e  program (subroutine TUNEG). The perfo-ce of the baseline 
engine may be scaled up or down. 
Propeller performance is computed as a function of the propeller geometxy 
and operating condition using generalized performance relationships. These 
data are contained in subroutine PERFRM, which is called by ENGDAT whenever 
propeller performance is to be ccunputed. 
IV.1.2.1 Propeller Subroutine, ENGSZ. The propeller subroutine EN4;SZ 
determines the engine size necessary to meat cruise, and, optionally, take-off 
and/or climb requirements. Engine size is expressed as maximum sea level 
horsepower for reciprocating, turboprop, and rotary combustion engines. 
The engine size may be input directly as HPMSLS by also inputting KODECR r 
7. Xn this case, the engine sizing process is bypassed. For fixed pitch 
propeller configurations, propeller blade angle (BLANG) m u ~ t  also be input 
xhm angina six@ is Lqput. Tha input flag lEXGS9f darta&es sizinq 
options, am f o l l ~ t  
JENGSZ = 0: s i z ~  at cruise only 
I: site at cruise and takeoff 
2: size at cruise, takeoff an8 climb 
3 t  size at cruise and climb 
Xn all cases, the engines aze sized to provide t h o  r@r& cruise thrust 
at an input flight condition and engine operating paint. In the  last three 
cases, the engine size m y  be increased so that the takeoff and climb perfor- 
mance requirements are met. 
The cruise condition is specified by altitude, Nach number, cruise 
weight, required cruise rate of climb and engina operating point. When all 
of aeae parameters are specified, the thrust required for a given rate of 
climb is easily expressed as a function of cruise drag, ~eight~velocity, and 
rate of climb. Engine sizing at cruise involves computing t h e  horsepower 
necessary to produce the required thrust at the design cruise condition. 
Since this cruise power is a specified fraction of max~mum sea level power, 
the rated power of the engine may be computed. 
As was discussed in Section IV.1.1 there exiat thr. nacelle drag 
accounting options I however, only two are available for propeller power 
configurations. 
KNAC m 1 Nacaller drag Jrs ccmputed in ENGSZ ars engine aiza i s  
determined. Nacelle size is a function of engine p e r .  
K H X  r 2 Mslcslle Bxayf is aaqx ted  from input nacelle d i m ~ ~ f o n s  
i n  AERO. M a  option should be unwl to zero at hacel ls  drag 
f o r  s ingle  engine nose mounted anginea o r  other configurationrs 
with b u r i d  engines. 
Xn m y  case, nacelle drag I s  found an an a c p l i c i t  function of m c a l l a  
Izeyn~lds number and wetted area, and the wetted was anB Reynold8 number a re  
both numerical functions of a i r c r a f t  geometry. 
The engines may be, resized t o  enable the a i r c r a f t  t o  meat an input m e -  
off f i e l d  length requiremant (JENGSZ = 1 o r  2). This requirmanl  may include 
high a l t i t ude  and/or hot day conditions. The take-off p ~ f o ~ c e  of the 
a i r c r a f t  with engines sized for  cruise is computed ( ca l l s  t o  subroutines PERE'RM) 
and TAKEOFF) and i f  t he  ccxnputed take-off distance exceeds the required 
distance, ENGSZ i t e r a t e s  on engine power u n t i l  the take-off requirement is met. 
When JENGSZ = 2 o r  3,  t h e  pragram compares the a i r c r a f t ' s  climb performanca 
w i t h  the requirements established i n  Federal Aviation Requirements, Par t  23 o r  
25 (shown i n  Figure 117.1.3). I f  one or more of these requirements is not met, 
the engine s i z e  is increased tso sa t i s fy  the most c r i t i c a l  requirement. 
Propeller diameter i s  an input variable; however, i f  the  engines a re  
xesized for  take-off and/or climb, propeller diameter may or  may not be 
changed according t o  the  input variable J S I Z E :  
J S I Z E  = 1 Xncreasa power but leave propeller dinncnter constant 
= 2 Increase both power and dinmetar but  keep propel lerdisk 
loading (power/area) constant 
When the engines a r e  sized such t h a t  a l l  take-off and clinb requirements 
are m e t ,  additional engine resizing may be needed i f  KNAC n 1. I n  t h i s  case 
the anqFPUII r~si~inq i s  repeatad, hsed an the new estimate of nacelle size. 
Xnd, if engine is resized only at: clhbr w i t h  XNAC 1, the climb ~rfo-CQ 
must be recanputed using the new estimate of nacelle drag. Again, in this 
case, engine power may be increa~ed until desired pcbrformsurce is attained. 
Engine sizing for fixed pitch propeller conPigurationr is handled sanewhat 
differently than for constant speed propeller configurations. The engine is 
initially s i z d  at cruise just as for constant sped configurations. The 
propeller blade angle canputed at cruise is held fixed for subsequent perfar- 
w c e  calculations, Thus, initial sizing at cruise establishes both the 
engine size  and the propeller blade angle. 
If the climb performance of a fixed pitch plopellex aircraft with the 
blade angle set for cruise does not meet all the climb requirements (JENGSZ * 
2 or 31, then the blade angle is decreased by t w o  degree increments, and t h e  
climb performance is recomputed. The largest blade angle for which all rcquire- 
ments are met is fixed as the new blade angle. If blade angle reductions alone 
fail to sufficiently improve climb performance, then engine power is increased 
anit the propelLer blade angle is set for the critical climb requirement. 
IV.1.2.2 Power Plant/Propeller Matching, Subroutine ENGINE. The most 
important function of subroutine ENGINE: is to relate the performance of the 
powerplant (piston engine, rotary canbustion engine, or gas turbine engine) to 
the performance of the propeller (or other propulsor, such as a Q-fan). ENGINE 
is called during engine sizing and during performance calculations when either 
propeller thrust or engine power is known, and the other is to be determined. 
Engine deals with several types of propulsion performetnce problems. The 
flag KENG which is passed to ENGINE through its argument list is used to 
specify tha type of uaputation xqyird. Thar indicator KOW is set in 
ENGINE according to the value of K E N  avdl fuxther specifier t h ~  type of 
canputation. The types of engine performance calculations arb, surrmarized 
below: 
KENG = 3 (KODE = 1, 2, 3, or 4)  
This option is uaed during enyina sizing at cruise when the 
required propulsive thrust  is known, and the required engine size 
is computed. Normally, t h e  engine cruise operating point (percent 
power and per cent RPM) is specified (KODE = 4). Options exist for 
adjusting propeller diameter (KODE = 1 or 2) or the propeller cruise 
K P M  (KODE = 3) to maximize Frcp~ller efficiency at the design cruise 
flight condition. The value of KODE may be specified by inputting 
the appropriate value for KODECR. 
KENG = 1 or 4 (KODE 5 or 6) 
This option is used during cruise perfonnnnce caPculations when 
the cruise Mach number and altitude are specified. The engine and 
propeller characteristics are fixed, and the required propulsive 
m u s t  is known. ENGINE f i n d s  the power setting required to drive 
the propeller and the corresponding fuel consumption. Propeller 
RPM is either specified at the design cruise value (KODE - 61, or 
ENGINE will select the RPM which maximizes propeller efficiency 
(KQDE = 5).  The value of KODE may be selected by inputting the 
appropriate value for KODETH. 
#ENG = 0 or 5 (KODE = 71 
This option is used when the engine aricsl, power setting, RPM, and 
aircraft flight upeebdt auee kr. rn and t he  rsaultxnt thrust andl fuel 
conumption are canputd, Thin nrituation correrponds to aircraft 
equipped with variable pitch propellers during take-off, climb, 
acceleration, and cruise n t  a specified power setting. 
(KODE = 8 )  
This option is used to predict the performance of aircraft equipped 
with fixed pitch propellers during full mottle operation at: a 
specifred airspad (take-off, climb, acceleration). ENGINE finds 
the engine and propeller RPM at which full throttle power available 
equals the power absorbed by the propeller. Having found the equi- 
librium RPM, ENGINE finds the corresponding propeller thrust and 
enqine power and fuel consumption. 
ENGINE finds propeller performance by calling subroutine ENGDAT. Powcr- 
plant perfomance is found from subroutine FWQLT for piston and rote1 
combustion engines and TURBEG for turboprop engines. 
One important function or subroutine ENGINE is to insure that t h e  
operating conditions of the propeller and powerplant a r e  compatible. Specifically 
the power required to turn a propeller at some RPM and flight condition must 
not exceed the maximum power available from the engine at that R P M  and flight 
condition. X f  power required exceeds power available at the specified R P M ,  
ENGINE seeks some other engine speed where power available i8 sufficient to 
drive the propeller. 
XV. X.2.3 Pomr amd mal Flow Campumtions, Bubrwtinm PWXU?LT. Wr 
rubrcxztinr ccdnpzlter t h e  power clna fuel flow of an internal ccanbuation piston 
emgine. T t  can bat used to determine the engine size requirscil to meet an 
aircraft performance reqyircunent, or to predict the engine ptarfonaanca at a 
given operating point. It uses generalized dfmensionlesa relationships between 
p e r  and ria, and between corrected power and altitude so as to predict the 
full throttle power of an angine for any realistic cambination of rpm and 
altitude. 
When operating lossers are ignored, the power available from n piston 
engine is proportional to the product of displacment, rpn, and brae mean 
effective pressure or throttle setting. The losses increase with the rpn, 
so the power of a specific engine varies as shown in Figure IV.1.4. The 
non-dintensional relationship between power and r p  contain% in PWRPLT is 
illustrate? in Figure IY.1.5, Also illustrated is the relationship between 
corrected power and altitude. 
Super charged (and turba charged) engines maintain their rated sea level 
power up to some critical alt- :ude above which maximum power decreases. 
Maximum power at altitudes above the critical altitude is related to maximum 
sea level power by 
KPM (SIGMA - 0117) HPMSLS (SIGCRT - .117) 
where 
air density at altitude SrGMA 
- air density at sea level 
air density at critical altitude 
'IGCRT a a i r  density at sea level 
as discuesed in Principles of Aerodynamics, authored by Dwinnel (McGraw-Hill, 
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AIRCRAFT PIS'TDN ENGINES 
T,ia opaxating point: of a pticulax engine (fixex'i diagl&cmmnt) is 
rnpecifid by the engine RPM and engine manifold prerraurer. In aircrrft equipped 
with constant apead propellers, tha pilot controls manifold prescsure with 
the thr~ttle; he controls engine speed by setting $he propeller governor 
which adjusts the propeller blade angle such that the propeller absorbs tho 
power developed by the engine at the desired thottle setting and engine RPM. 
Generally, either the engine operating point (power and RPM) or the aircraft 
flight condition (altitude and airspeed) is known and the other must be detenninsd. 
The analysis of engines with fixed pitch propellers is somewhat more 
camplicated. In this case the only power control is the tllro,ttle position. 
For a given throttle position and aircraEt airspeed and altitude, the engine 
operates at that RPM at which power absorbed by the propeller equals the power 
produced at "he crankshaft. The pilot may indirectly control R P M  by adjusting 
the throttle position and aircraft airspeed (trim control) srlch mat, at thc 
desired engine RPM, the power developed by the engine is absorbed by the 
propeller. 
During engine sizing at cruise, the rated sea level horsepower o f  the 
engine is computed from the power required to drive the propeller (HPWR) and 
the input cruise engine wwer setting (PCPOWR = power at: cruise/SLS power): 
HPMSLS a HPWR/PCPOWR 
Reciprocating angina fueX consumptian is expremraed in PWReLT as an empirical 
function of engine displacement and engine power setting. These relationehipe 
are illustrated for naturally aspirated and turbocharged engines in Fiqurcs 
XV.1.6 ar.d f V  1.7, respectively. Fuel consumption at power settings less than 
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or aagucll to 78 per cant of maximum sea 15~51 pomr is c:aputEta g ~ ~ ~ ~ u a h g  a 
lean fuel Peixture, 
The input option KODE (= 1 ,to 9) specifies wlzetherr the angina size or 
the engine performance is found, and the other arguments in khs call state- 
ment are 
HPM = maximum powerr available at altitude (output) 
HPMSLS - m i m u m  sea level power at full throttle, ~ ~ ' - x h u m  r p  
(output) 
HPWR *I actual power at operating throttle and xpbn (input or output) 
H P A W  r* maximum full throttle power at altitude 3rd at ~perating rpn (outpzlt) 
PCPOWR .I per cent rated power (input or outp~it) 
PCRPM = per cent maximum rpn (input) 
DELTA = operating static pressure ratio (input) 
RTIIET a square root of operating static temperature ratio (input) 
H = altitude, ft (input) 
KSPCHG - supercharger flag (input) 
BSFC = brake specific fuel consumption, Ib per kr peu: hp (output) 
The first s ix  of these quantities are illustrated in Figure IV.1.4. 
IV.1.2.4 Turboprop Engine Performance, Subroutine TURBEG. Nearly half 
of this 270 card subroutine is numerical data, descriptive of the AXRESEARCH 
TPE331-1 turboprop engine. The program is used to scale this engins at a 
given flight condition and operating point, or to compute the performance of 
a given size engine at a specified operating point. The performance parameters 
of interest are shaft power, fuel flow and jet thrust. 
XV- 1 
The tsnginer o p e ~ a t b g  point and the  f l i g h t  condition toger.therr define t h e  
angho  p~~forsaanct~ ,  The f l igh t  condition is s p e c i f i d  by t h o  first three 
c a l l  parameters: 
PO = s t a t i c  prearauret, lb  per sq f t  (input) 
TO = s t a t i c  temperatue, d q  R (input) 
S m  = Mach number (input) 
Engine performance is measured by the next several calb vari&lars, i.a., 
HPWR, HFAVLB, HPM and HPMSLS w e  as defined i n  the  previous section while: 
PCNCR = per cent corrected rotor speed (input o r  output) 
PCN = per cent maximum rotor  speed (output) 
T4SET = turbine i n l e t  temperature, deg R (input) 
W = fue l  flaw, lb per hr (output) 
FN = j e t  thrust ,  Ib (output) 
The remaining c a l l  parameters a re  
XNMAX = maximum engine RPM (input) 
GR = gear ra t io ;  maximum propeller qyn/maximm engine xpm (output) 
MODEP = 0, crulse operation 
I, takeoff operation (input) 
KODE = 1 t o  7, engine sizing options (inpuk) 
The performance of t h e  reference engine is scaled by straightEorward 
means according t o  the value input fo r  KODE: i.e., 
KODE = 1 engine is being sized a t  a given f l i g h t  condition, PCNCR is  
input and T4 ia e i ther  input o r  a function of PCNCR 
KODE = 2 or 7 mgina,#i&s Pixad, W C R  is hput, T4 is bput, or 
T4D2 $8 a function of PCMCR 
3 or 4 same as KODE = 1, except required poww is a fraction of 
the pqwer sized at input value of PCNCR 
5 or 6 engine size fixad, PCNCR is input, datemine T4/T2 
so as to balance required and available por~5r 
The corrected performance figures of the TPE 331-1 engine, at three flight 
Mach numbers (O., .25 and .50), are tabulated in TURBEG as functions of the 
engine operating point. The actual performance, for arbitrary altitude and 
Mach number, is found by interpolation or extrapolation of irhe tabulated data, 
and by applying the correction factors. 
A major portion of t h e  subroutine is concerned with the scaling of 
several performance parameters frm the reference engine performance dam. 
The performance is specified by the horsepower, fuel flow, airflow and jet 
thrust, a11 of which vary linearly with engine size. Such operating variables 
as turbine inlet temperature and corrected rotor speed may be specified 
independently as constramts on the scaled engine. 
The performance of the TPE 331 engine is scaled by *ha ratio of the sea 
level. static horsepower of the scaled engine (HFMSLS - determined during engine 
sizing or input) to the sea level static horsepower of the TPE 331 (HPSLRF): 
horsepower : 
jet thrust: 
fuel flow: 
HPMSLS) 
HPwR~CALE~ " H P W % ~ ~  331 (HPSLRF' 
HPMSLS 
m~~~~ " m~~~ 331 (HPSLRF 
HPMSLS 
W F ~ ~ ~ ~  W F ~ ~  331 (HPSLRF 
nr-a 
29 
The scalerd airflow is us& to campvta that m a x b ~ ~ ; ~  mgfnts spa3 of the scaled 
engine from which the scald enginePr gear ratio is deter'minedr 
engine spa&: 
gear ratio: 
Note that maximum propeller shaft sped remainn unchanged as the engine is 
scaled. 
ZV.1.3 Propeller Characteristics, Subroutina ENGDAT 
This subroutine controls the calling of the propeller related routines 
and deals with four aspects of the propeller requirements: 
2 .  Performance option - finds power/thrust/blade angle relationship 
at given flight condition and propeller rpm 
2. Cost option - finds cost of propeller and gearbox 
1 3.  Weight option - finds weight of propeller and gearbox 
4. Noise option - finds noise of propeller and gearbox 
The indicator KODE specifies which of the four options is desired, according 
to the value given to this argument: 
KODE = 1 to 10: performance option 
11 to 20: cost option 
21 to 30: weight option 
31 to 40: noise option 
input-output argwnenta of the program am, ortierz 
GR = gew ratio, prop xpVmgine rrpm (input) 
DEmr = propeller diamet@r, ft (input) 
THRUSTr thxust, lb (innut/outpu.t) 
SHP = shaft horsepower (input/output) 
EFFP = propeller efficiency (output) 
VKTS = airplane velocity, kts (input) 
RORO = ratio of air density to sea level dwsity (input) 
IERROR= error indicator (output) 
ENP = number of engines (input) 
POITO = static pressure and temperatme at altitude (input) 
AFX = activity factor (input) 
BLX = nwnber of blades (input) 
The propeller performance option is the m s t  complex, Whanaver propeller 
performance is computed, the propeller geometxy, RPM,  and aircraft airspeed 
are known. Together they define the advance ratio J: 
J = 101.4 x Airspeed (kts) RPM x Diameter (ft) 
For a given advance ratio, the propeller performance problem can W e  one of 
three forma: 
1. knowing thrust and advance ratio, find blade angle and power 
2, knowing power and advance ratio, find blade angle and thrust 
3. knowing blade angle and advance ratio, find thrust and power 
Tha first problem is encountered by a constant speed (variable blade angle) 
propeller during cruise at a specified altitude and Mach number. The second 
problem occurs with a constant speed propeller during take-off, climb, and 
cmiaa at a spatcifid power r~atting. The final case! is us& to compute the 
perfoxmancrs of a fix& pitch propella during a11 flight s e g ~ ~ ~ ~ t s .  In all Ehres 
cases ENGDAT calls subroutine PERFM which consists of ganeralizd propeller 
performance .t-sbles. 
XV.3.3.1 Subroutine PERJ&. PERZPM ira the propaller patrfomancer #ubroutine 
based on Hamilton Stanrlard method8 described in NASA CR-2066, For a given 
propeller goonetxy it relates power and thxurst coefficients, advance ratio, and 
blade angle. Correction factors are applied to account for differences in 
number of blades per propeller, xctivity factor per blade, and blade integrated 
design lift coefficient. 
Subroutine PERFM is nearly 500 cardls in length, but about half of the program 
is numerical data, descriptive of propeller relationships, incl.uding blade 
gmetryt pmpellar aerodynamics, ,power coefficients, etc. The remainder is 
concerned largely with the interpolation of this input data for the particular 
propeller input characteristics. Use is made of the utility subroutines 
BIQUAD and UNINT, for biquadratic interpolation of Y(X) , and for uniform 
four-point interpolation. PERFM is called by the propeller ENGDAT. The input 
parameters to subroutine PERFM are 
IW = 1, propeller power coefficient input 
= 2, propeller thrust coefficient input 
= 3, reverse thrust being calculated 
= 4, propeller blade angle input 
Z JI = propeller advance ratio 
AFT * activity factor per blade 
BLAIST = number of blades 
CU: prop tall^ blader integrated dssiqn coefficient: 
W(l) * forward Mach number 
ZMS (2) = tip Mach number 
CP if IW 1, power coefficient 
CT if IW = 2 ,  thrust coefficient: 
BULL if XW=4,blade angle 
Output parameters from subroutine PEWM arcs 
BULtandCTif I W - 1  
BULt and CP if XW = 2 
CT and CP if XW = 4 
ASTERK = error flag if there ie, problem calcu3.ating propeller 
per fonnanc e 
XFT = compressibility correction factor 
There are several numerical tests in the code related to being within the, 
limits of the tabular data; i.e., if the error flag LXMIT is returned as 1 
by either BIQUAD and UNINT, the data is outside the lower end of the tabular 
data. If LTMXT returned as 2, the data is outside the high end of the tabular 
data. An error message indicates in what table the problem occurs. 
IV.1.3.2 Propeller Costs, Subroutine COST. This subroutine estimates 
propeller costs according to 1970 or 1980 manufacturing technologies and is 
called by the propeller ENGDAZ, The following parameters are the input: 
WTCON = type of propeller: = 1, fixed pitch propeller 
= 2, constant: speed propeller 
= 3, constant speed, full feathering propeller 
W 7 0  
WT80 
IENT 
= 4, constant speed, full f eaEhacLrq, 
deicing propellar 
= 5, constant sped, full faatharing, 
deicing, reversing propeller 
w nuabcsr of blades 
= same as XC3GFl 
= same as XCLF 
= same as XCK70 
= same as XCK80 
= nwnber of propellsrra producd (optional) 
= propeller weight, 1970 technology, lb 
= propeller weight, 1980 technology, lb 
= 1, initialization for propeller cost factors 
= 2, computes propeller cost 
The output quantities are found as numerical functions of these: 
CQUAN(l)= number of propellers produced, 1970 technology default is a 
function of propeller type or can be input as CW.IT 
CQUAN(2)= number 05 propellers produced, 1980 technclogy default i s  a 
function c?f propeller type or can be input as CAMT 
COST70 = propeller cost, 1970 technology 
COST80 = propeller cost, 1980 technology 
CCLFl = learning curve factor - default fmction of propeller type or 
can be input as XCLFl 
CCLF = learning curve factor - default function of propeller t;ypgi or 
can be input as XCLF 
Default value of CCK70 or CCK80 = C1 = F(3B 0.75 + ,,) 
where 
COST70 or COST80 = C = Average O.E.M. propeller cost for a numbetr of 
CCK70 or CCK8O = C1 = single unit O.E.M. propeller cost, S/lb. 
CCLJ? = LF = learning curve factor for a number of uniter/year (default 
CCLFl = LFl= learning curve factor for a single unit (default = 3.217Fl) 
BLAMl = B = number o f  blades 
F = single unit cost factor 
E = empirical factor 
(NOTE: reference Figure IV.1.8 for LF an8 LF1 values based on an 89 per cent 
slope learning curve.) 
Constants used in these equations are 
t 
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IV.1.3.3 Gearbox - Weight, Cost am3 Naiaei Cluaratctaximtica, Subroutine 
GEPLRBX. The gearbox weight, cost and noise can a11 be Pound by t h i s  ~Ubroutinei 
based on the 1973 timilton-Standard study, NASA CR-114665, "Q-FAN for Cc.tic.ra1 
Aviation." The last of the input arguments is the flag MODE, which takes the 
values 1, 2, or 3, respectively, according to whether weight, cost or norse 
i s  to be computed. Other input parameters are 
XNMAX - maximum engine rprn 
PCRPM = fraction of maximum rpn 
StiP = shaft horsepower 
DHcrT - diameter of propeller, ft 
GGH = qedr ratio (propeller rpn/engine rpm) 
CATN = aircraft type 
KWHlTXm write flag 
The gearbox parmeters then follow as numerical functions of thass qunntitlcs 
and dTC Output dS 
GPNDB = maximum gearbox noise at 500 it, decibels, PNdb 
GDBA = m a l m l u n  qearbox noise at 500 ft, decibels, DBA 
w r ~ n  .I rjt'.\rbox weight (including mount and afterbody) , U 
CslrtiB - yclirbx cost, $ 
It may bc noted that the noise is proportional to a quantity X = 10 loq(SHP1 
which is measustd in units of decibels. The scale factor is 10 instead of 20 
bocause the power is proportional t o  the square of the noise, which introducca 
a factor of 2 ~nto tho decibel representation af the noise. 
Bearings 
Planetary Gearing 
Tailshaft 
Afterbody 
L S e  and scavenge pun@ (singlei or 2-at&q@ getuing as required) 
Fan accessory Driv~s 
Weights are given by 
[for gear ratio 8 .20) 
Gearbox cost i s  given by 
where 
1 I first unit cost (S/lb) 
1 150 for single-stage planetary 
= 180 for two-stage planetary 
wharek LF = laming cwrva fackor for number unita/yr 
LF1 = leaning cuwe  factor for first unit 
Typical values for 2 are 
Z 1.239 NTYP 1 1 nnd 2 
= .283 = 3 
Noise lavols are pr&icted by 
Single stage planetay: GPNDB m 33.0 + 10 log SHS? 
Two-stage planetary: GPNDB A 34.0 + 10 log SHP 
I GDBA = GPNDB - 11 
XV.1.3.4 Propeller Weights, Subroutine WAIT. Propallex weight is 
estimated in this 30-card subroutine as a numerical Fiction of seven input 
parameters : 
NTYP XWTCON = airplane propeller type (1 to 5) 
ZMWT = Mach number correction to propeller weight 
BlIP = brake horsepower 
DIA = propeller diameter, ft 
AFT = activity factor per blade 
B W =  number of blades 
T1PSPl)r tip speed, ft per sec 
Than, according to several straiyhtforwnrd but nonlinanr function$, Ishe 
output parameters are simply: 
WT70 = propeller weight, 1970 technology, lb 
W R O  r propeller weight, 1980 technology, lb 
whcuca 
W70 or W80 - WT - progsller wet weight, lbs. (sxcludsa spinner, da- 
icing and governor) 
DXA a D = propeller diameter, ft: 
BLLDT = B = number of blades 
AFT = A.F. - blade act ivi ty factor 
VTXP N = propeller speed, rpm (take-off = -TD I VTlp TXPSPD 
BHP = SHP = sha f t  horsepower, HP (take-off) 
Z W  m M = Mach number (design condition: maximum power cruise) 
: %, CW, U, v, and y values for  use i n  the weight equation are taken from 
I t h e  table below. 
Propeller type. asaociatod with above $ W CW axe +%a f o l l ~ r  
(1) a31 fixed-pitch props 
( 2 )  McCauley non-counterweighted, non-feathering, constant sped props 
( 3 )  All Hartzell, all Hamilton Standard small props, nn8 feathering McCauley 
(41 Fiberglass-bladed, constant speed, counterweighted, full featherc~d 
( 5 )  Fiberglass-bladed, constant-speed, double-acting (non-counterweiqhtM), 
full feathered, reverse 
IV.1.3.5 Propeller Noises, Subroutine ZNOXSE. Most of this subroutine is 
numerical data defining the noise generated by the propeller. The subroutine 
has eight other input quantities, and they are, in order: 
B W r r  = number of blades 
DIA = propeller diameter, ft 
TIPSPD = propeller tip speed, ft per sac 
VKTAS = aircraft velocity, kts 
BHP = brake horsepower of engine 
DIST = slant distance to observer, ft 
FC = /T d'sea level ambient 
XNOE = number of engines 
These quantities are then used to develop the output, which is 
SPL = total perceived noise level, PNdl3 
SPLX = total sound pressure level, DBA 
Equations employed are 
SPL = XL1 + XL2 + XL3 + XL4 + PNLD 
where 
XU = ref lt4wal from Figue XV.1.9 at: ref! condition 
Xt2 = dimetar and blade correction = -20[10g DT#JlO.S + log ~ / 4 , O l  
XL3 = distance c~ zrection = -20 log DXST/SOO. 
XL4 = number of engines correction 10 log XNQE 
PNLD = perceived noise adjustment - table look-up function of BLAlXr 
DLA, and helical tip Mach number 
IV.1.3.6 Propeller Driven Aircraft Noise Control Routhe, Subroutine 
PNOYS. PNOYS conixols noise computation for propeller aircraft'. This routine 
-
is called by MAIN to get noise. Ps shown in Table IV.l.1 this is the third 
principal subroutine to get propeller and gearbox noise,; engine noise is 
computed with a call to ZNENG which will be described in the next subsection. 
PNOYS is about 45 statements in length, and it is directed principaLly by the 
argument KNOYS: i.e., 
KNOYS a 0, both Mach number and altitude are given, and noise is determind 
KNOYS - 1, altitude and power setting are given, and Mach number and 
noise are determined. 
In the latter case, Mach number is found by a call to subroutine ASPEED to 
find Mach number capability at altitude and power setting, and t h e  computations 
after this point axe ~ndependent of KNOYS. 
Most sf the mechanical and operational input; parameters axe familiar 
from other subroutines; e.g., DPROP is the propeller diameter, and GRATlO is 
the gear zatio, etc. Other output from PNOYS is returned by subroutines ENGINE, 
GEARBX and XNENG, the last of which deals with noise characteristics, and IC is 
described in the next subsection. 
PROPELLER I N P U T  HORSEPOWER 
FIGURE IV11s9 - BASIC NOISE LEVU, aKWE FOR ~-BLADEDJ 10x5 FT DIAs P R W W B  5CX) R - 3  
W.1.3.7 Engine Noise Characteristics, Subroutine ZNENG. This aubroutins 
computes the noise chaxacteristics of the following typ~ar off engines 
JTYPE = 1, piston engine 
= 2, watw cooled rotary cambustion engine 
= 3, turboshaft engine 
The noise at 500 feet distance is found assuming that Vier aircraft Mach number 
is .Il an8 on t h e  basis of experimentally derived numerical expressions illus- 
trated in Figures IV.1.10 to JCV.1.12. Other descriptivs inputs to the subroutine 
are 
SHP = engine shaft horsepower 
X N W  = maximum engine rpn 
PCWM = ratio of operating rpm to max;lmum qxn 
NOE = number of engines 
GGR = gear ratio (prop rp/engine rp) 
The output of the subroutine are the noise levels 
EPNDB = perceived noise level, PNdB 
EDBA = weighted level as measured on the A-scale, for which the noise 
levels are reduced at low and high frequencies, dbA 
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FIGL8E IVs I s IO - NOISE OF UNMUFFLED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
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IN PNdB 
30 60 100 300 600 11000 
KW 
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FIGURE IV, 1.11 - NOISE OF U N M U F F L E D  WATER COOLED ROTARY 
COMBUSTlON ENGINES 
FIRING REGWEN3 a .nNm 
WERE: N = O,5 FOR FOUR C Y L X N D ~  
N " JtU FOR T W  CYLINDER 
NCYL = NUMBER OF CYLINDrnS 
1 RPM NCYL FaF, I 
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I v e  2 BROPZfLPjXON MODEL USER" S M A N U a X t  
ma propulrsion W d l  subroutines are very numerous, whathar: the system 
is of turbofan or propeller in fonn. The prefsent section alphabetically 
tabulates anB defines the input/output parameters for all the propulsion 
subroutines, with turbofan programs followed by propeller programs. These 
tabulations follow the order given below. 
Turbofan Subroutines 
ENGDT1-7 
E N G m  
ENGINE 
ENGSZ 
Propeller Subroutines 
COST 
ENGDAT 
ENGINE 
ENGSZ 
GEARBX 
PERFM 
PNOYS 
P W L T  
TURBEG 
WAlT 
ZNENG 
ZNOISE 
Many of the subroutines are devotedl principally to the tabulation of a 
specific propulsion system performance data, and in these cases only a few 
adCitiona1 input-output quantities are listed. On the other hand, the very 
long programs (ENGSZ and PERFM, for example) are associated with many such 
parameters. As will be: seen, the propeller systems generally require a greater 
number of input parameters than do the turbofan systems. 
The seven subroutines listed below are not tabulated because they deal 
with numerical performance characteristics of a group of aircrtrft turbofan/ 
turbojet jet enqines: 
EWSDT1 GEe CJ610-6 Turbojet 
mCmI * Csurcett TFE 731-2 Turbofan 
ENCDT3 = UACL JT15D-1 Turbofan 
ENGDT4 r LycUning ALP-502 T u ~ o ~ Q ~  
ENCDTS a GE CF34 Turbofan 
ENcDTb = GE TF34 Turbofan 
ENGDT7 - QCGAT Turbofan 
DESCRIPTION 
altitude, ft 
cnqina power srteing indicator ( 0  to 7)  
number of altitudes in tables 
number of Mach numbers in table 
number of turbine inlet temperature raSt;ios T4D2 in table 
total pressure, lb per sq ft 
idle specific thrust, lb per lblsac 
Mach nwnber 
total temperature, deg R 
m i m u m  turbine inlet tmperatura, dtsg R 
turbine inlet temperature in cruise configuration, deg R 
turbine inlet temperature in climb configuration, deg R 
maximum sea level static airflow of reference engine at 
100 per cent correctcti rotor speed, lb per sec. 
fuel air ratio 
ratio of corrected airflow to maximum sea level static 
specific fuel consumption, Ib per hr per 1b af thrust 
specific thrust; lb per lb per sec of airflow 
airflow, lb per sec 
fuel flow, lb per hr 
DESCRIPTION 
fuel-air ratio 
altitude, ft 
engine cycle indicator 
mission segment indicator 
engine pnwer setting indicator 
nacelle drag/sizing indicator 
acceleration segment power setting indicator 
climb segment power setting indicator 
takeoff segment power setting indicator 
turn segment power setting indicator 
write indicator 
ratio of corrected airflow to maximum sea level static 
inlet pressure recovery factor 
static pressure, lb per sq ft 
specific fuel consumption, lb per hr per lb of thrust 
Mach number 
static temperature, deg R 
sea level static airflow, 1b per sac 
design gross weight, lb 
wing loading, lb per sq ft 
IV-2  
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nacelle skin friction coefficient 
maximum lift coefficient in landing configuration 
maximum lift coefficient in takeoff configuration 
lift coefficient increment in takeoff configuration 
total drag, Ib 
nacelle drag, Ib 
Mach number 
Mach number in steady t u n  
number of engines 
altitude, ft 
hub to tip ratio Oi fan 
airport altitude, ft 
turn altitude, ft 
indicator used when KNAC = 0 (nacelle drag = khmst loss) 
indicator to determine if engine dimensions are to be 
calcalated by ENGWGT 
engine sizing option indicator 
nacelle drag sizing indicator 
indicates if engine dimensions have been calculated 
external to ENGSZ 
computation indicator 
type of engine indicator 
type of propeller indicator 
DESCRIPTION 
static pressure, lb per sq ft 
required cruise rate of c l W  capability, ft: per rain 
ratio of cruise weight to takeoff weight 
specific thrust, sea level static, lb per lb per sec 
fan face Mach number, assuming one-dimensional flow 
wing area, sq ft 
temperature deviation from standard day, for takeoff 
engine sizing 
input thrust per engine (JENGSZ = 4) 
static temperatue, deg R 
fuel flow, lb per hr 
gross weight, Ib 
wing loading, lb per sq ft 
weight during turn divided by maximum gross weight 
nacelle form factor 
turn load factor 
nacelle length to diameter ratio 
actual takeoff distance, ft 
required takeoff distance, ft 
FIGURE 337.2.6 SUBf#KfiINe ENGSZ-- CW'PUX 
DESCRIPTION 
flow area a t  fan tacc, sq it 
nacelle surface area, sq f t  
rlacelle drag coefficient 
l imit  l i f t  coefficient during turn 
"3ach number 
~iumber of engines 
sea leve l  s t a t i c  thrust ,  Ib 
FAR regulation p a t  indicator f o r  c l h b  sizing 
f l i gh t  segment indicator 
txngine s izing for  turn indicator 
cngine sizing f l ag  for  takeoff 
Reynolds number per foot 
current a i r c r a f t  weightt l b  
sea leve l  s t a t i c  airflow, Ib per sec 
nacelle length1 E t  
used i n  subroutine N A C K  f o r  including nacelle drag as 
cngine thrust  l o s s  
used i n  subroutine NACDG f o r  including nacelle drag as 
cngine thrust  loss  
l i f t  t o  drag r a t i o  
surface area of nacelle, sq ft 
reference drag coefficient of nacelle 
number of engines 
engine sizing/perfonnnncs flag 
print indicator 
static pressure, lb par rg ft 
Reynolds number per unit length, per ft 
Mach number 
wing .AL ca, aq ft 
nacelle form factor 
rlacelle length 
engine (nacelle) lmgi91/dimeter ratio 
thrust increment required to proviae cmiraa c l W  margin, 
cruise drag, level flight, lb. 
rag of one nacelle, Ib. 
pecific fuel constrmption, correct& for  mc(%lle drag 
ipecific thrust l.b/lb/sec l?'N/Na, corractcs8 fox nacelle 
[rag 
~ i r f low,  Ib/sec, correct& for nacelle &ag 
nacelle area per unit power, sq ft per hp 
fuselage diameter, ft 
blade angle, d@g 
maxiam lift coefficient at landing 
maximum lift coefficient at WeofP 
lift coefficient increknent: in Weoff ron;tfigw=a.tion 
cruise drag, Us 
Mach number 
cruise Mach numbar 
number of engines 
maximum sea level static horsepower 
airport altitude above SL, ft 
cngine weight indicator sat in MAIM 
engine sizing flag, see W L I S T  X N W P  
engine power flag, see NAMELXST INGASP 
hear or conventional tail indicator, see NAMELXST XNGASP 
nacelle drag flag,  sea NAMELIST XNGASP 
i)rogram print flag; see NAMELIST XNGASP 
indicator used by RGI3A.L to keep track of nacelle &rag 
path indicator 
subroutine indicator 
engine type indicator; see NAMELIST XNGASP 
DESCRfPTfON 
h - RI 
~ r o p e l l e r  type indicator 
)er cen.t maximum power i n  c ru i se  f o r  reciprocating 
!ngines 
>er cen t  maximum rpm i n  crzziset f o r  rtsciproeath%g ernginea 
lacelle i n l e t  pressure recovery factor 
s t a t i c  pressme, lb per sq f5t 
:equired c ru i se  r a t e  of c l h b  capabi l i ty ,  ft: par d n  
ieynolds number per u n i t  length, per f!t 
n g i n e  speed, rev per min 
ra t io  of w c l ~ n t  a t  c ru i se  t o  gross weight 
ding area ,  sq f t  
temperature deviation from standard, deg P" 
naximum propeller  s t a t i c  t i p  speed, ft per  sec 
s t a t i c  temperature, deg R 
3ross weight, l b  
ding loading, lb per sq i t  
nacelle £om factor  
nacelle length t o  diameter ratio 
maximum engine speed, rpm 
ac tua l  takeoff distance,  f t  
FIGURE m. 2.10 SrnrnXPIFE: '334GBz- 
nacelle surface area, sq E t  
drag coefficient of nacelles based on wing area 
propeller diameter, f t  
Mach number 
gear rat io,  propeller rpm/aragine q a ~  
altitude, f t  
cruise altitude, f t  
sea level s t a t i c  maximm h o r s e p a r  
special purpose indicator 
FAR part  23/25 climb requirement hidicator 
segment indicator 
fixed pitch propeller indicator 
engine takeoff sizing indicator 
fraction of maximum powex 
fraction of maximum r p  
s t ~ t i c  pressure, l b  per sq ft 
Reynolds number per unit  lengfA, per ft 
s t a t i c  temperature, deg R 
nacelle length, E t  
takeoff distance required to  clear 35 ft altitude, f t  
l i f t  to drag ra t io  
DESCRIPTION 
propeller blade activity factor per blade 
number of propeller blades 
propeller blade angle at 3/4 radius, deg. 
QFAN shroud fineness ratio 
propeller power coefficient 
propeller cost, $ 
cost of "Q-FAN" propulmr, $ 
initial estinate of propeller khxust cosfficimt: 
propeller diameter, ft. 
number of engines 
propeller slipsa -. or; fraction o f  thrust Lost 
(=effective ITisoiated 
gehr ratio; propeller -/engine rpm 
altitude, ft. 
critical altitude for turbocharged engine 
horsepower available 
maximum horsepower at given altitude 
maximum horsepower at sea level sta~&~%I conditions 
mission aegment indicator 
power setting indicator 
engine sizing, power and flight condition options, defined 
IV-2 
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DESCRIPTION 
r c c i ~ ~ r o c a t i n q / t u r h ~ ~ r o p  cnqino throttling options 
supercharger inciacator; see namcList INPROP 
subroutine print option; see namelist INGASP 
cnqine type indicator; see namelist INGASP 
propeller type indicator; ees narrnclist INPRQP 
Iicr cent corrected rotor a p e d  at cJ.imb, turboprop; sae 
r~mcl ist INPROP 
Iicr cent corrected rotor mped at cruise, turbopropt see 
tl~mel f s t INPROP 
lier ccnt corrected rotor spew.¶ at fLCLkmPft turboprop; set8 
t~melist INPMJP 
I'cr cent m a x i m u n  power in climb, reciprocqtirq engine; s r 8 c -  
tl.unel ist INPROP 
llcr ccnt mJxlmum power at takeoff, reciprocating engine; 
!.cc ~lunellst INPROP 
i.,.r cent maximum rpn in climb, racipracating engine; see 
I I 
rimelist INPHOP 
Iwr cent maxunum rpm in cruise, reciproc~ting engines sec 
tlsmelist INPHOP 
Ijcr ccnt maximum r p  at taktmff, reciprocating engine, seta 
t~mcl ist INPWP 
static pressure, Ib par sg ft 
shaft horsepower required to turn proptaller 
w e , :  41$11111111S1 
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DESCRIP'f ION 
ach number 
hrust, l b  
tandard atrPoephsric temperature, 8- R 
rraximusn propeller  t i p ~ ~ d r  E t  per nec 
.urboprop turbine i n l e t  temperaturcb at climb, degt R 
. w b p r o p  turbine i n l e t  temperature a t  cruiea,  deg R 
.urboprop turbine i n l e t  temperature a t  W e o f f ,  deg R 
reight of "Q-FAN" propulsor 
~dvance r a t i o  
~aximum engine speed, rpn 
IV- 2 
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propeller thrust coefficient 
engine power output, hp 
error indicator 
write indicator 
engine power output, hp 
percent of maximum engine xpm 
density ratio at critical altitude for supcsrehargd 
reciprocating engine 
1)ropeller thrust? lb 
fuel  flow, lb per hr 
DESCRIPTlBN 
propeller blade activity factor 
error flag if there is problem in calculating propeller 
nwnber of propeller blkLass 
production qumtity of propellara to be urad (BaPault or 
input in namelist INPROP) 
design integrated lift coefficimt of propeller 
slant dietance to observer for noiae 
propeller diameter 
Mach number 
cruise Mach number 
number of e~gines 
gear ratio, ratio of propeller r p  to angina rpm 
propeller technology level (1970 or 1980) 
nacelle drag indicator 
cngine performance options defined in aubroutina ENGINE 
t'rint indicator 
fraction of maximm rpm 
ratio of air density to atamlard aea level d w i t y  
temperatu.re, deg R 
airspeed, kt8 
propeller weight adjustzment factor 
single unit propeller cost (1970) ,$ per Ib 
DESCRIPTION 
single unit propeller cost (1980), $ per Ib 
learning curve factor for yearly units (1.02) 
learning curve factor for singla unit (3.2178) 
propeller compressibility correction ( 0 ,  no cqremnrjbilit) 
maximum engine speed, rev per min 
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propeller activity 
number of propeller blades 
propeller blade angle at 314 radius, dgs 
propeller blade angle, at 3/4 radius, de~g 
power coefficient; 
propeller cost, $ 
gear box COStt $ 
thrust coefficient 
propeller efficiency 
error indicator 
propeller type indicator 
shaft horsepower 
total propeller thrust, Ib 
weight of one propeller, lb 
gear box weight, Us 
advance ratio 
cruise Mach number 
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RICtTRe IV.2.15 SUIS;hPMP1"Xm O X W P E I 3 J ! X ) - - X ~  
number of propeller blades 
input value of CQUAN(I), if positive 
input value of CCK70, if positive 
input value of CCK80, if positive 
learning curve factor for a number of units per y a w  
learning cume factor for a single unit 
= 1, define CCLF and CCW1 then return 
= 2 ,  compute propeller cost 
propeller category: fixed pitch, constant spcaat8, etc.1 
propeller weight, 1970 technology 
propeller weight, 1980 technology 
empirical factor multiplying propeller cost, category J 
XV- 2 
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DESCRIPTION 
werage original equipment manufacturer 1970 propeller 
:ost, $ per Lb 
werage original equipent manufacturer 1980 propeller 
:ost, $ per Ib 
learning curve factor for r nu&er of! units gau: y a w  
Learning curve factor for r single unit 
)ropeller cost, 1970 technology, Q 
xopeller cost, 1980 technology, $ 
lumber of propellers produced in year X 
Ff CURE TV. 2.17 SUBROUTINE QWtBX ( I B ~ B ~ )  -?XPUT 
DESCRXPTfBN 
propeller  type indicator s e t  according t o  value input fol 
propeller  dirama?ter, P t  
wri te  indicator  
= 1, canpute garar box n i g h t  
1 2, compute cos t  
= 3 ,  cmpute noise 
f rac t ion  of maximum rpm 
propeLler sha f t  horsepower 
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activity factor per blade 
number of blades per propeller 
blade angle, deg 
propeller blade integrated design coefficimt 
thrust coefficient 
type of canputation El&g 
error return flag 
propeller compressibility factor 
advance ratio 
propeller Mach number 
C)ESCFEIPTIBN 
activity factor adjustment on effective power coefficient 
activity factor adjustment on effective .tskruat coefficient 
error return flag 
blade angle, deg 
p e r  coefficient 
effective power coef f j ciant 
effective thrust coefficient 
propeller compressibility factor 
IV- 2 
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FIGURE rv, 2.21 svsmxm mylg  (P~#)PEW%R) --INPUT 
D E S C R I P T I O N  
propel.ler diameter, f t: 
Mach number 
number of engines 
gear rat io;  propalkex rpm to angina r p  
altitude, f t  
nax;imum sea level s t a t i c  h o r s @ p t ~  
noise calculation flag 
output pr in t  flag 
engine type indicator 
propeller type indicator 
fue l  flow, Us per hr 
aircraft gross weight, Ib 
maximum engine speed, rpm 
FIGURE: M.2.22 ~ ~ I N E  Pk?OYS-- 
)VARIABLE I D E S C R I P T I O N  I 
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DESCRIPTfQN 
specific fuel consutnptron, lb per hr per hp 
maximum full throttle horsepower available at altitude at 
operating rpn 
m-.im.am horsepower availdbl~ at altitude 
maximum sea level static horsepower 
engine power output, hp 
per cent maximum powex 
critical air density ratio far auperclzaul-ga 
DESCRiPTl0lrl  
engine power output, hp 
engine Guaa f l i g h t  conclition options defined i n  ENGINE 
wr i te  indicator 
0, s e t s  maximum p a r  scatting f o r  continuous ogwcation 
I, higher maximum p a r  se t t i ng  fo r  takmff 
s t a t i c  pressure a t  a l t i t ude ,  31, per rq f t  
Mach number 
s t a t i c  temperature a t  a l t i t d e ,  deg R 
turbine i n l e t  tenperature, dag R 

DESCREPT1C)N 
activity factor per blade 
brake horsepower 
number of propeller blade8 
propeller dinmetar, ft 
propellex tip sped, ft gar sec 
parameter defining aircraft  c a t e g q  
Mach number correction on propaller might 
IV- 2 
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propeller weight, 1970 technology, lb 
propeller weight, 1980 technology, lb 
FIGURE XV. 2.29 SUBWTINIO ZNENG (PROPELLER) --XNmlT 

FIGURE TV.2.31 SUF31WXPTINE: ZNOISE ( B R O P E ~ R ) ~ ~ X ~  
sound pressure l eve l  PNDB 
GASP - GENERAL AVIATION SYNTHESIS PROGRAM 
Praparad for 
HATXQ~~~AJL W U T X C S  AND saeg ~ E B J B T S ~ T X ~  
Antes Research Canter 
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Under 
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Ths flow c W U  of the propulsion subroutines are rnrtrPown in alghabatic 
order, for both turbofan and gropellar s y s t ~ .  A total of 23 subrcwkincs 
hvta bean drawn and KC@ presentedi in the following alphabetic order: 
w b o f m  Subroutines Propeller S U ~ ~ O U ~ ~ ~ Q S  
ENm1-7 \ TYPIFIED BY ENGmI + COST 
a ENGINE @ ENGXNE 
8 ENGSZ lli ENGSZ 
+ GEARBX 
@ PERFM 
(L, PNOYS 
38D PWRRLT 
9 TURBEG 
+ WAIT 
d ZNENG 
88 ZNOISE 
Thu flow charts do not include the presentation of numerical performance 
data, which is a large portion of many of the routines. On che other hand, 
the interdepeMence among the routines can be appreciated by nc..I: 171:~ f ttlf 
subroutines of each. 
3CV.3.L.l subroutine ENGINE, T ~ r b ~ j ~ t  anti Turbofan Engine Btxcformaanca, 
at Specified F l igh t  Condition. This rout ine  ccsmputes turbojet and turMfan 
Lhrust, airf low, fue l  flow, spec i f ic  .t.Jzrust, per  cent  corrects8 a i r f l w ,  
and th rus t  spec i f ic  f u e l  consumption a t  a specif ied a l t i t u d e  and ;tach number. 
Figure IV.3-1 provides a de ta i led  flaw char t  of t h i e  subroutine. Routine 
operation is descrf3ad i n  Section X V . l . l . l .  
The various engine ~ l i z ing  options nre controlled by t he  indicator  KENG. 
Engine type se lec t ion  is control l& by t h e  indicator  IENCSC which takes one 
o f  e igh t  values t o  c a l l  the  engine type desired. Basic engine types avail- 
a b l e  a re  contained i n  the subroutines ENGDTl t o  ENGDT7 and ENGDTT. Subroutine 
NRCDG is used to compute nacel le  drag l o s s e ~  Engine i t e r a t i ons  a r e  carr ied 
o u t  w i t h  t he  aid of subroutine ITRMHW, described i n  Section X.1.3.8. 
FXGURE IV.3.1 - DETAILED FXWCHART, SUBROUTINE ENGINE 
IV- 3 
3 
CALL ENCDII (FN , WF , WA, PCHAC , SFC , SFN, f a ,  ~~2-,770 , t ~ ( ,  SMI , F'R~RL?, X ~ D E  j] 
- I - - - - C 
ISECX TO 
IV- 3 
4 
\ $. I 
KWR ITE t 3 b 
1 
1 
+ 
JC E RRF WRITE ( 6 )  FTliR0.I' , 
T- . I RTHETZ , ERRF 
O,FtIK,SFN,SFC,FN, 
LNG, PCWAC, WASLS, 
IV. 3.1.2 luhrout int  ENIGSZ, Tuxboj at a@!l aCUS.bQflb~1 -g. This 
rolltine oan tml8  tu rbo je t  QnB turbofan angina s i r i n g  ~ t a ~ o n o .  Routine 
ftulction is describeid i n  Section I V . l . l .  Engine c h a a c t e r i 8 t i c r  a r s  deter-  
m i n d  by c a l l 8  t o  rubroutine ENGINE. Nacelle chaxac te r i r t i c r  axe controlled 
by the  indicator  KN.AC. Si r ing method is controlled by Lhe indicator  JENGSZ. 
Subroutine PERFM is used t o  compute take-off performance. Engine weights 
a r e  camputdl by a c a l l  t o  8uhroutine ENGWCar (described i n  Volume V ) .  Subrou- 
t i n e  T P U T  (Section I.1.3.15) is ured t o  &ta in  atmospheric properties.  Flap 
ro t t i ng  a r e  de te rmind  by a c a l l  t o  subroutine APPFLl? which is  d e r c r i b d  i n  
Section 111.1.4.4. Configuration drag is determined by a c a l l  t o  subroutine 
DRAG (Section 111.3.2.2). Where engines a r e  r i x d  i n  turning f l i g h t ,  
subroutine TURN is used (Volume V I ) .  
A deta i led  flaw char t  f o r  subroutine ENGSZ i r  preserntwl i n  Figure fV.3.2. 
NPC 
I 
3. 
RETURN 
1 
NSC 11. ) WASLXmo ? ] 
J: I 
'l and '' - XTOR =99999. (,- L F l  
1 
KWR -) ITE "-' and "9 -1-1 
JTO= 0 
J R C = O  
,JTR= 0 
PMfB=PO 
TMIB=TO 
QMfB=. 7*PAMBXEM*EM 
SMN = EM 
HN=II 
ASON=49,1*SQRT(TAMB) 
V=SMN*ASON 
Wr:II=WG*RWCRTO 
KI:.I.II:K=HI.LI 
Q[)=Q/': B 
IlKt;C=IlRC 
FIGURE W . 3 . 2  - DETAXLED FLOWCILAW, 
SUBRDUTXNE ENGSZ 
l$-FG;[-.T 
JENGSZ 
JTO > 0 - , 
5. 
ERRMI-ERRTO 
ERRTO=(XTo-XTORQ)/XTORQ ERRTO, CKKIV; 
C 
RETURN 
I XTORQ, WASLS I I 
PRECEDtRG PAGES BLAIld tiOT i i,.:ltQ 
hr 
= 1 .L 
J- H-H PORT 
1 J 
I CALI. 'TtJAI.T(II,GALT, PO, FKALT,TO, C, XKV) I 


ASON=49,1*SQRT (TO) 
RELI=RELICR 
FMsVCLMB/b.SON 
T2=TO*(l.+Z.*EM*EM) 
P2=PO* ( (T2/TO) **3.5) *PR 
OOr.7*PO*EM*EM 
DELRC > >XDELRC 


I 
JTO = 0 % 
I 
* 
IV- 3 
? 0 
ENGSZ 
" 1 I) 
WRITE (6) XTORQ, 
TIIE LTO , E1PORT, 
WASLSZ 
.- r 
UR I TI: ( b )  GSJ 
+t 
RETURN 
xV.3,3.3 Subsoutine E m ,  Nacelle msaa8, lukmmkirwr omputas 
nat-axle losses  during @wine  s iz ing and performance calculakianrr. 
 he 
mehcdolagy is d i scusad  i n  Section IV.1.1.3. A deiA.la8 f lcmhnrt  for 
subroutha WDG i a  presented i n  Figure IV.3.3. Na other subroutines are 
ca l l& by NACDC. 
RETURN 
F X G U W  IV. 3.3 - DETAXLED FLX)WCKAIM: SUBrnUTXNE m(3DG 
m- 3 
= i f i d  Flight: Condition. Thi8 routina camgutss p i s ton  engine, rotary 
ca&ustion enqine, o r  gas turbine engine pccrfonnanca when raatchel to a 
specif ied propeller. MethoBology is diacurrsecl i n  Section 1V.l.2.2. Engine 
s iz ing  options a r e  exercirsed through the  indicators  KENG KODE. The 
indicator  NTYE controlrr engine type se lec t ion  by ca l l i ng  e i t he r  subroutine 
PWRPLT, (Section IV.1.2.3), f o r  piaton engine perforrmnnce o r  subroutine 
TORBEG (Section IV,1.2.4), f o r  turboprop engina performanca. Atmospheric 
proper t ies  are obtained from eubroutins TPALT (Section 1.1.3.15). Propeller  
charac te r ia t ice  are determined through subroutine ENGDAT (Section IV.1.3). 
A va r i e ty  of u t i l i t y  subroutines are cabLed i n  the  engina perforrrmnce calcu- 
l a t i o n s  including BIV (Section I . 1 . 3 . 4 ) ,  14AXMHWt (Section 1.1.3.11), ITRMHW, 
(Section 1.1.3.8), and MAXBND, (Section 1.1.3.101. 
A deta i led  flow cha r t  fo r  subroutine ENGINE i a r  provided i n  Figure IV.3.4. 
-1 o r  4 ,  KODE= KODETH 
FIGURE IV.3.4 - DETAILED FLOWCHART, SUBROUTINE ENGXMf(PW3PELLER DRIVEN) 
ENGINE 
I'I'HOI' I =  (TIIKEQ-FN) / ( I .  -FT) 
C 1 
1 
> 3  
KOUNT r 
I 
RETURN 
I .. 
TIPSPD ) ZTSPMIX 
1 I 
I 
TI  PSPD 7 2450 . C f TIPSPD-450. 1 
1 CALL BIV(COD,AF,TIPSPD,MFX,ATIPS,ACOD,5,4,NER f 
I 1 
NTY E =5 or 6 .&. .- 
IV- 3 
28 
ENGINE 
RTIILT, l i ,  KSI'ClIti , BSFC , KODE) 
ENG IUE 
TI If'KOl'=TPKOP I * ( 1 . - I:T) 
EFFP=EFFPIX (. 1-FT) 
CT=CT* (I.  -FT) 
IIPRW=SIIP 
WRITE (6) PCPOWR, 
I'CKPM, SIIP , III'AV1,B 
WRITE(6)ERRP,ERRMl, 
PCRPM,KODE Rl: 1'1 IKN 
EFFP=EFFPI*(l.-FT) IV- 3 
32 
ENGINE 
1 
NTY E =S or 6 . .- 
D E L T A ,  RTf1IiT ,IS, K 
IV- 3 
33 
ENGINE 
WFINV,b!FINMl,PCRPM, 
PCPOWK, XJ , CP , CT, KERROR, 
IV- 3 
3 4 
KODE = 8 r 
I I 
ENGINE 
1 CALL PWRPLT (tlPM , IIPMS1.S. HPWR, HPAVLB, PCPOWR, PCRPM, DELTA, RTIIET, 11, KSPCHG, BSFC, KODE) I 
RETURN 
IV- 3 
3 6 
SI:C,WF,'I'IIKOI',FT,EFFPI, 
FI:P, XNFMX , G K ,  DPKOP, TIPSPD, 
.J , CP , C'I' , BI. ,  AF , i:Oll, BLANG , 
RE'SURN 
XV- 3 
3 7 
ENGINE 
RETURN 
I RETURN 
N.3.2.2 Subrmtina ENGMT, Pru3pallar C3lau:acteria~cs. This rout ine  
m a t r o l a  pmpe1le.r W ~ ~ O - C Q ~   COB^^ weight, atndl w i r ~  cmmput~.tiono. 
Subroutine P E W  (Section IV.1.3) provider p e r f o ~ c e  calculatAonst a&rou- 
t i n e  ZNOISE (Section IV.1.3.5), provides noise c a l c u l ~ t i o n s ;  subroutine 
COST (Saction XV.1.3.2), provides coatat subroutine WUT, (Ssction IV.1.3.41, 
provider weight calculations,  Gearbox charac te r i s t i cs  Ear@ casnguted Wirough 
nubroutine GEARBX (Section XV.1.3.3). The u t i l i t y  rout inas  BIV (Section 
1.1.3.4) and I T U ,  (Section 1.1.3.71, a r e  a l so  es~aploysd by subroutine ENGDAT. 
A deta i led  flow char t  f o r  ENGDaT i n  provided i n  Figure XV.3.5. 

ENGDAT 
ENGDAT 
% 1 C 
IV -  3 
WKI'1'E ( h )  DROT ,TSPSPD ,SIIP ,TI1TUST, 
BLLLL, ZJ I ,CP,CT,EM,EFFP 
.t' 
RETURN 
N, 3.2.3 IjuJmxaa m S Z t  Brogeller Drivmn E n g W  lisbg. Submutine 
E N S %  wntmla the propeller dxiven angina sizing calculatims. The engine 
fn rrisQ8 l a  met cxuiae, take-off, and/or climb rteguiraatents using t h e  
m.t.4ao8+ of Section N.1.2.1. Subroutines called by EPJGSZ include ENGINE 
for engine/propeller matching (Section JY.l.2.2); B W M  for propller perfor- 
mmca (Ssction XV.1.3.f)r APPFLP for flap sletting (Section IIX.1.4.4)t 
DRRG for configuration cfrag (Section XII.l.2.2); TPlgLT for sixnospheric 
characterirrtics (Section 1.1.3.15); EUGWCT for engine weights (Volume V);  
iand the utility routines XTRMKW (Section 1.1.3.8). 
A detailed Plow chart for aubroutinc ENGSZ is prasanted in Figure XV,3.6. 
NPC =a : RETURN 
XXDLRCz-99999. 
JNAC=O 
JTO.0 
JRC=O 
KCRVz 0 
SMN-EM 
HN=H 
ASON=49.1*SQRT (TO) 
V=EM*ASON 
WCR=WG*RWCRTO 
POCKU=PO 
TOCRU=TO 
QCKU=.7*PKRUXEMCRU*EMCRU 
RELICK=RELI 
QO=QKCU 
DKG=DRGC 
1 
NSC 
I f BLANG 'j f.0 ., ('- JFPTCH P O  . 
KNAC 
FIGURE IV.3.6 - DETAILED FLOWCfiART, SUBROUTINE ENGSZ - PROPELLER 
DRIVEN ENGINE SIZING 
IV- 3 
4 6 
A 
* I 
JNAC siI 1 L. , 
1 i 
* 
NACDRG = 1 L C f 
1 
1 
JRC '0 
I I 
IV -  3 
4 8 
ERRMX-ERRTO 
ERRTO- (XTO- XTORQ) /XTORQ 
AA=ABS (ERRM) 
KWK I'I'E Pal 
L Y )  
I 1~~11,l. ' ~ 1 ) 1 1 1 , ' 1 ' (  I t .  t;111.'1'. 1'0. ~ ' K A I . ' ~ . T ( l , G .  XKVI I 


ENGSZ 
IV- 3 
5 3 
ENGSZ 
xv- 3 
5 4 

V6=VCLMB*, 5929 
X[)tiI.KC=DELRC 
XXI)I,HC= XDELRC 
I IX=l I  
VX=VCLMB 
RCRQX=KCRQ r F 
DRGX=DRG 
TOX=TO 
POX=PO 
QOX=QO 
R.t IOX=RHO 
XKVX=XKV 
EGOUT=ENGOT 
I DMCX= I DRAG 
d 
- 
I .  
I PART -3 *-~IPARTX-ZJ 1 

ENGSZ 
I 
KWRITE 
I I 
WRITE (6 )  RCRQ, 
EKHCL,EKKMl,DPROP, 

ENGSZ 16 
I Wlt l'l'i: ( t)) I'CI'OWH, PCKPM I - -* RETURN 
XVo3.2.4 
C&BkRBX caxriau out gearbox migh t ,  naira, andl ccclsli: oaaqngutatimrs w i n g  the 
~ssthcd of Section IV.1.3.3. No otlies rubmutines m e  c o l l d  by t h i s  routine, 
A bemilba flow chart  for  rubroutLns cZEXRBX is prsuented i n  Figure TV.3.7. 
1 . .  
T I P S P D = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ X * P C K P M * G G R * D R O T / ~ O .  
CONST=SI?P *I)ROI'/TI PSPD I 
RETURN 
FIGURE IV.3 .'I - DETAILED FLQWCHAW, 
SUBROUTINE GEARBX - GEARnOX W T G H T ,  
- .- 
COST AND NOISE 
RETURN 
6 3 
l a t i on r  mainly involver interpolation i n  s tarad data using t h e  utility 
mut inas  BIV ( S ~ c t i o n  1.1.3.4) and UNINT (Section 1.1.3.17). A detailad 
flow clmrt f o r  submutina PERlPM is presented i n  Figure IV.3.8. 
120 CON'I" I NUE 
'17----] 
1 
1 AFCl'Ez2. *ZJ I* (AFCP (2) -AFCP (1)) +AFCP (1) AFCTE=2. *ZJI* (AFCT(2) -AFCT(l))+AFCT(l) I 
CALL UNINT (6,AFVAL (I) ,AFCPC (1, K) ,AFT,AFCP (K) ,LIMIT) 
CALL UNINT(6,AFVAL(l),AFCTC(l,K),AFT,AFCT(K),LIMIT) 
FIGURE XV.3.8 - DETAII,I.:D 
FLOWCHART, SUBROUTINE IJEWM 
PROPELLER PERFORMANCE 
6 5 
Jr 
I * 
CLI > . 6  \.~ F CLI 
I I I 
1 CALL UNINT(9,ZJSTAL,CvTSTAL(l ,L) ,ZJJ(K) ,CTT(K) ,LIMIT) CALL UNINT (9, ZJSTAL, CPSTAL (1, L) , ZJJ (K) , CPP (K) , LIMIT) CALL UNINTIINN.~KI.CPANG(1,K,LI,BLD~G~1,K3,CPP[K~9BLL~K)9LIMIT) 
IV- 3 
6 6 
J 
.. i- - WRITE (6) CPEl , 
. PXCLI (KL) , L 
rC 'I 
- WRITE(6)CPEl, 
- PXCLI (KL) , L 
d r - 
Y f <. 0915 ..- t 4 
CPE 1 WRITE (6) CPE 1, 
I 
, PXCLI (KL) , L 
CTE 1 =CTA ( K J )  *AFCT (K) 
I 
LIMIT = 1 
1 
I 0 
,- ZMCRT=ZMCRO (NNCLT) L F 
DMN-ZMS (2)  -ZMCRT 
PERFM 5 
NCL = 1 u.. 
I 
1 CALL U N I N T ( 4  ,CCLI  (NCLT) ,CTN (NCLT) , C L I  ,CTT(K) L I M I T )  f 
1 
CALL UNIT (4, ZJJ (NBEG) ,CPP (NBEG) ,W I, CPPP (IBB) , LIMIT) 
* I > 
DMW E2=CTE*TXCLI [KL) *TBL 
- s o  b- 1) -3 I .1 
L I .  1 - 'CALL B I Q U A D ( Z M C , l , D M N , C T E 2 ,  * 
X F F T ( K L )  , L I M I T )  
$ b 4 
NCL - 1 I 
C A L L  
C A L L  U N I N T ( 4  , C C L I  (NCLT) , XFFT(NCLT)  ,CLI , X F T ,  L I M I T ]  
ALL UNINT(l4,CPEC(l),BLDCR(l,L),CPE,PBL,LIMIT] 
9 
I 
1 
NBB- 1 r RETURN 
TV.3.2.6 Buhmutina E%OYlt P . v @ e l l a  Drivm Ucraft Moire Controlling 
Routine. Subroutins P W S  contxols the propeller drivan aircraft noise 
calculations as discussed in section m.1.3.6. Routines called by PNOYS 
include subroutine ENGINE for angina performnnce (Section IV.1.2.2); 
~ubroutina GEARBX fcr gear box characterirntic~ (Section IV.1.3.3) r Subroutine 
ZNENG for engine wise characteristics (Section IV.1.3.7); subroutine TPALT 
for atmospheric properties (Section I.1.3.15), and subroutine ASPEED. 
A detailed flow chart for subroutine PNOYS is prernented in Figure IV.3.9. 
FIGURE I V . 3 . 9  - DETAILED FLOWCIiART, SUBROUTINE PNOYS 
PROPELLER DR1VI:N AIRCRAFT NOTSI: CALCULATIONS 
IV- 3 
7 5 
: RETURN 
TIO,WTCB,CSTCB,NTYP, 
'E . IIPMSLS , XNMAX , PCRPM, EPNDB , EDBA, NOE , GGK)  I 
XV.3,2.7 S u b r o u t h  BWRPLT, B i s W m  Engine Po- and E4LaI. Flow. 
Bubroz l t i ncn  PWTieLT cxac~f?utss piaton engine md fwl f3.w by the  m ~ t h o d  
of' Section rV.l.2.3. The only subroutins cal1tsB by EWRPLT is the u t i l i t y  
routine ITRLN. A d a t m i l d  flow char t  for subroutine P W ' L T  i s  presented i n  
Figure m.3.10. 
CALL ITRLN(APCN,APCPWR,PCRPM,PCPWKM,6) 
FXGURE TV. 3 .lo - DEr1'AILED FLOWCIIART 
SUBROUTINE PWRPI,T, PISTON ENGINE 
POWER AND FUEL FLOW 
PWRPLT 2 
mrL3emlf ~ ~ C V U , ~ ( S  mawI ~wbpamp rsllgbd! l?-tP e ~ l l a ~ b  
!KfBlBG cmpatss the g c a 2 . f l o ~ ~  of turboprop enginest by the m e w  aE 
Section. W,1.2.4. ?Che only subroutinas cal?led are the utility rautinas 
BrV (Secaon J.1.3 .4)  ; XTRLN (Section X.1.3.7) 1 and 1TIMl-M (Section I.1.3,8), 
A detailad flow chart o f  !MJFU3EG ia grersant:& i n  P i w s  W.3.1L. 
TURBEG 
FIGURE IV.3.11 - DETAILED FLOWCHART, SUBROUTINE TURBEG 
IV- 3 .  
CALL ITRLN(AXNCR,ATRTO,XNCR,T4QT2M,8) 
[CAI,I. B I V  (III'CZSK, XN(:HEI:,T4'~2RF,AXNCR,A?'4(il'2 ,NII'C25 ,8,0,NliR) 1 
1 ~ ~ 1 . 1 .  B1V (111'1:01<, Xh'CIEI: ,T4'r2HF, AXNCR, A'1'4QPI'2 ,NIPCO, 8 ,0 ,  Nlilt ]j 
IV- 3 
82 

I 
PCNCR >PCNCMX I 
HPAVLB-HPM 
PCNCR= 1.0 
T4QTZzT4QT2h-f 
XNCH=PCNCRXXNCREF 
1 CALL BIV (WFCTO, XNCR, T4QT2 , AXPICR, AT4QT2, A W F C  6 NER) 1 
[ CALL B l V  (l:NC'I'SO, XNCH,T4QT2, AXNCR,A'T4QT2,AFNCSO, 8,6  ,NER) 1 
TURBEG 6 

33.3.2.9 $ m a n e  WUF, ~ a l l a r  %eight. $ ~ ~ B  FQTiIliS wmputes 
pmpaller wights  by t h a t  nwatlwd of Section TV.1.3.4, The indicator JMTCOU 
datemainas whict. one of f ive  se ts  of qua t iom axat usM to pradict 1970 
mxl 1980 propeller weights, No other subrout~ncss &rta called by WAIT. A 
dstaile8 flow chart for subroutine WAIT is provideil in Figure XV.3.12. 
WAIT 
'''UP' FIGURE IV. 3 .12  - DETAILED FLOWCHART, SUBROUTINE 
IV-3 WAIT - PROPELLER WEIGHTS 
3iV.3.2.IO obe, ThLs r o u ~  cmapcttes piston, 
mWwy, tuxboahaft m q b ~  noire chaxactaristicrr by tlw mathad of Pection 
TV.1.3.7. a y f i n ~  type is s~lekctdt by t h e  indico.Cor X W E .  The only sub- 
routine ccal ld by Z N W  is tha u t i l i t y  routine UNINT (Section I.1.3.17). 
A d ~ k ~ i l e 8 .  flow chabll't for sub rout in^ I ~ E ~ E N ~  i s  greatsntQB i n  B i g u r ~  TV.3.13. 
m m  SUUWU'I'LNE ZNENG - ENGINE NOISE 
m.3.2.11 &ubxouthe mOZEIE, P r c q e l l e r  Noise. This m & e  computes 
propellea g e n w a t d  noise by t h e  mth.oc¶ of Section xV.1.3.5. The only 
8nzhratine callad is, the u t i l i t y  routine, BILTFE (Section I.Z.3.1). A 
detailed flow char t  fo r  subroutine ZNOISE i8 presanW in Figure IV.3.14, 
FIGURE IV.3.14 - DETAXLeD F D ,  SUBROUTINE 
ZNOISE - PROPELLER NOISE 
IV- 3 
9 3 
m.3,2,l2 ~ ( m t f n , d  COW, Rmpallw Costs, This mtbxt cranpuUlar 
m e l l ~  W&X by the IWAUA of Section XV.1.3.2. Both i f l o  OX 1980 met 
astimates m y  be made. No rrubxcrutinees are callad by cast, A datailcss8 flaw 
cW.t for subroutine COST i a  presented i n  Figmet IV.3.15, 
PIGURE W.3.15 a DETAILED F m r  SUBROUTINE COST-- 
PROPELLER COSTS 
IV-  3 
95 
m.3.a.n S - ~ F ~ B I B  mcxmr, to ww7 
These routinem provice propulsion engine, charact(93:istdcs fox vacriow 
W b o j e t  axyfinam. A detailed flowchart is presented for ENml. The 
mgines dascrbe8 by theme routines axe list& in Ssctios~ XV. 3 .I. 2. 
KENG 1.2 k - --- r 
$. 
PCNCMX=lOO./RTHET2 
I 
FIGURE IV.3.16- DETAILED FLOWCHART, SUBROUTINE ENGCTZ 
IV- 3 
0: 
